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ABSTRACT 

Image registration has been long used as a basis for the detection of moving objects. Registration techniques attempt 

to discover correspondences between consecutive frame pairs based on image appearances under rigid and affine 

transformations. However, spatial information is often ignored, and different motions from multiple moving objects 

cannot be efficiently modeled. Moreover, image registration is not well suited to handle occlusion that can result in 

potential object misses. This paper proposes a novel approach to address these problems. First, segmented video 

frames from unmanned aerial vehicle captured video sequences are represented using region adjacency graphs of 

visual appearance and geometric properties. Correspondence matching (for visible and occluded regions) is then 

performed between graph sequences by using multigraph matching. After matching, region labeling is achieved by a 

proposed graph col- oring algorithm which assigns a background or foreground label to the respective region. The 

intuition of the algorithm is that background scene and foreground moving objects exhibit differ- ent motion 

characteristics in a sequence, and hence, their spatial distances are expected to be varying with time. Experiments 

conducted on several DARPA VIVID video sequences as well as self-captured videos show that the proposed 

method is robust to unknown transformations, with significant improvements in overall precision and recall 

compared to existing works. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Object detection has become an integral part of video 

surveillance systems. It serves as the fundamental 

enabler for important tasks such as moving object 

detection and tracking [1]–[4], motion segmentation 

[5], [6], object classification [7], event detection [8], 

and behavioral analy- sis [9]. In this paper, we address 

the problem of multiple moving object detection from 

video sequences captured by mounted surveillance 

cameras on airborne vehicles such as unmanned aerial 

vehicles (UAVs). In such a setting, moving object 

detection becomes challenging as the camera motion is 

independent of the moving objects’ motions. Typically, 

UAVs fly at low altitudes, render high mobility, fast 

deployment, and large surveillance scope [10]. 

Furthermore, there is a need to cope with the 

undesirable yet common characteristics of UAV-

captured videos such as multiple moving objects, 

large/small displacements of fast/slow moving objects, 

object occlusion (either by terrain or other objects), and 

objects leaving/re-entering the field of view.  

 Several approaches have been proposed in the 

past for mul- tiple objects detection from UAV videos. 

One popular strategy is to align each frame to its 

temporally adjacent frame to eliminate the effect of the 

camera motion. This can be achieved by using image 

stabilization and registration methods, where two 

images of the same scene taken at different times are 

geometrically overlaid. Image registration is the 

seemingly popular trend for remote sensing 

applications, which involves the discovery (matching) 

of feature correspondences between geometrically 

aligned image pairs [11]–[13]. In general, fea- ture 

detection and matching are the two fundamental steps 

in the majority of registration approaches where the 

bags- of-features representation is commonly adopted 

[14], [15].  

  However, such representations ignore spatial 

feature layouts and pixels value correlations due to the 

order-less sets of the local descriptors. This causes 

potential problems during the matching phase 

especially when one-to-one correspondences between 

feature points are not presented between image pairs. 

Other issues include illumination variations between the 

images as well as noise due to the poor video quality. In 

addition, most approaches assume that the 

transformations aligning the points are parametric (e.g., 

rigid and affine), which is not true in many real world 

situations, especially with a moving camera setup. 

Moreover, since registration techniques only process 

two frames at a time, it might be difficult to cater for 

object occlusion. This is because an object on a 

trajectory might suddenly disappear from the field of 

view. The same object, however, may re-enter the scene 
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in a relatively distant frame. Therefore, if only two 

frames are considered each time, occlusion handling 

might not be possible.  

 In this paper, we propose a moving object 

detec- tion framework without explicitly overlaying 

frame pairs. Instead, correspondence matches are 

discovered by considering a group of frames at a time. 

This is followed by a labeling step that assigns regions 

as either belonging to the background or foreground 

(moving objects). Specifically, each frame is segmented 

into regions and subsequently repre- sented as a 

regional adjacency graph (RAG). Correspondence 

matching on a group of consecutive frames is 

performed by using multigraph matching where one-to-

one correspondences are discovered through 

appearance similarity and geometrical constraints. Once 

correspondences are identified, a proposed graph 

coloring algorithm finally labels the regions as either 

being background or foreground objects. 

 

II. RELATEDWORKS 
In the literature, most moving object detection works use video footage from fixed cameras. This enables 

background stabilization and subtraction techniques to be used as the back- ground is relatively the same throughout 

the frame sequences. Once background pixels have been identified, they can be removed allowing foreground 

objects to be detected. In this section, two general background subtraction categories are discussed. They are 

techniques based on background modeling and those based on image registration.  

 Background modeling has long been applied in moving object detection where foreground objects are 

detected based on a reference (i.e., background) model/image. One idea is to calculate the difference between each 

frame sequence against the generated model where a thresholding procedure finally determines the results [16]. 

Temporal differencing is another alternative that takes differences between two or three suc- cessive frames to 

model background pixels [12]. Background- based approaches are indeed flexible and fast. Nevertheless, they only 

work well in a fixed camera environment where the background is expectedly constant. In a moving camera setup, 

however, camera motion and scene transitions exist making such background models unsuitable. Moreover, aside 

from the unstable backgrounds, the presence of multiple moving objects at varying speeds, slow/rapid illumination 

changes and/or noise from poor quality videos will also cause object detection to be problematic [11].  

 Image registration approaches on the other hand, dis- cover correspondences between image pairs (i.e., 

reference and sensed images) where a geometrical alignment is ulti- mately performed. The images involved are 

taken from the same scene but at different times [13]. According to Zitová and Flusser [14], the first two steps in 

image registration are feature detection followed by feature matching. The former involves manually or 

automatically detecting prominent fea- tures in both the reference and sensed images. The matching step then 

establishes a correspondence between features in both images using some similarity measure. Two types of image 

registration approaches are discussed in this section, namely, (A) area- and feature-based methods and (B) graph 

representation-based matching. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 In this paper, we propose a novel framework for moving object detection that mainly consists of two main 

phases, namely: 1) correspondence matching (including occlusion han- dling) and 2) background and foreground 

labeling. The overall diagram of the proposed technique is presented in Fig. 1.  In this paper, both appearance 

similarity and geometrical constraints are imposed on region-based features. If images are seen as a set of connected 

regions, they can hence be represented by RAGs. Representing images as graphs of regions allows the spatial 

relationships between pixels to also be incorporated at a higher level, making the model more robust toward local 

variations such as scaling, translation, rotation, illumination, and intensity changes. In addition, both unary node-to-

node and pairwise edge-to-edge relationships can be integrated into the model using graph representation. Therefore, 

better correspondence matching can be expected. It is also worth noting that UAV-captured videos contain mul- 

tiple rapidly moving objects and through time, these objects can be occluded either by terrain or other objects. An 

example is when an object is absent in one frame (due to being blocked by vegetation) but then re-enters the scene in 

a future frame. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where an occluded vehicle in frame 680 becomes visible in frame 710. 

Arguably, occluded objects can only be detected by analyzing long-term trajectories. Therefore, since a sequence of 

frames (instead of just frame pairs) is considered at a time, the proposed framework caters to occlusion handling. 

Furthermore, by imposing structural and geometrical constraints on a frame sequence, which are in turn represented 

as a sequence of graphs, the model can be more robust toward deformations, missing or incomplete data, and outlier 

regions. 
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Fig.1 Proposed framework 

 Initially, all frames go through a segmentation process. In the desired result, a segmented region is only a 

part of one distinct image object. Certain segmentation approaches might yield under-segmentation, which is 

problematic since each object might be accidentally merged with the other objects. Resultantly, we decided to go 

with an over segmentation algorithm. In this paper, SLIC superpixel [34] was chosen as it is able to produce small 

yet uniform regions. Although large numbers of over segmented regions are generated, at least potential image 

objects contain many regions. But since our approach processes many frames at a time, the large number of regions 

can increase computational complexity, specifically during the matching phase. To solve the problem, we propose to 

combine homogenous regions through a merging process. Specifically, the MPEG-7 dominant color descriptor 

(DCD) [35] is exploited to measure the homogeneity of adjacent regions. DCD includes dominant colors 

information and their percentages, providing an effective, compact, and intuitive description of colors within an 

image region. 

 In the literature, establishing correspondences between two groups of points is known as point pattern 

matching [13]. Its objective is to remove outliers in order to estimate the transformations from inliers (inliers being 

points having cor- respondences in the next frame). However, this process is complicated in nonparametric and 

nonrigid models where images are distorted by different types of transformations [37]. In the proposed paper, we 

avoid estimating the transforma- tions. Instead, a set of consecutive frames is considered at a time and their 

graphical representation (RAG) is exploited. Specifically, correspondence discovery is treated as multigraph 

matching between RAGs within a set of consecutive frames. Intuitively, processing multiple frames for matching 

makes more sense as visually consistent regions are expectedly better discovered over a longer frame sequence (as 

compared to frame pairs). For graph matching to be performed, each RAG node is assigned a joint feature set 

consisting of the DCD, texture, and shape. DCD is the same as in the previous section. Gabor features [38], [39] are 

used to represent texture descriptors. For shape, the descriptor includes the first 32 (4 8) coefficients from the 

Elliptic Fourier Descriptor [40], seven Hu invariant moments, and three Tamura features. This combination contains 

detailed shape information and is also invariant toward rotation, translation, and scaling [41]. 

 Overall, the node features effectively represent the visual attributes of the region. In the previous step, a set 

of region correspondences were discovered. These correspondences contain useful motion information that can be 

used for moving object detection. Consequently, a motion similarity graph (MSG) is constructed from the 

correspondences of a sequence of RAGs. Note that in each RAG, the edges connecting adjacent nodes represent 

weights calculated as the Euclidean distance between inter- connected nodes. If a specific edge connecting two 

nodes does not change more than a predefined threshold over an RAG sequence, then the resultant edge in the 

constructed MSG is labeled as “similar.” Otherwise, it will be labeled as “dissimilar.” This is depicted in Fig. 1 

where an MSG is constructed from six consecutive graphs. A specific edge with the variable weights in the 

trajectory indicates that regions cor- responding to its end-nodes move independently with different motions. In 
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other words, if the weight of edge eij in the first frame is different than the weights of its corresponding edges in the 

following frames, its connecting regions must belong to different objects due to their motion difference. 

Nevertheless, two objects moving next to each other share the similar motion though they are distinct objects. 

Obviously, this situation may not continue in the successive video frames. As soon as one of these objects moves in 

a different direction, it will be apparent that they are indeed different objects. Hence, the common motion is not 

explicitly estimated but only motion difference is observed in the trajectories. In this paper, the edge variability is 

investigated in a trajectory with a specific length and it is averaged over all frames in this trajectory.  

 Though motion similarity between image regions can be induced from the MSG, they cannot simply be 

labeled as either background or foreground. For instance, two neighbor- ing regions with a similar motion can be 

constituent parts of one moving object. Alternatively, they can also be two background regions captured by the 

moving camera. Such discrepancies can be treated as a graph partitioning problem where image regions 

corresponding to the MSG nodes are assigned to different components. Consequently, these nodes are partitioned 

into k +1 components, by assuming k-number of moving objects and one background region. Note, however, that 

the actual label (background or foreground) is not yet assigned to each node.  

 We propose a graph coloring algorithm to achieve the graph partitioning. The objective is to automatically 

assign colors to the nodes of the graph such that connected nodes belonging to different labels take differing colors 

by utilizing the minimum number of colors. Note that this task cannot be performed by conventional graph coloring 

algorithms since no adjacent node can share the same color. Although there are many ways to find a coloring 

solution, the number of possible colorings is unique [51]. However, the intrinsic characteristics of the problem can 

be analyzed to determine the final coloring scheme. Since the only relationship between nodes is motion similarity 

(or dissimilarity) and the size of the generated MSG is relatively small, the color range can be limited. Another 

useful attribute is distribution of the back- ground regions, which constrain the possible colorings for their 

neighbors.  

 The proposed graph coloring algorithm initially colors the graph with only one color (the starting color). In 

rare cases where there are no moving objects in the scene, the algorithm terminates with just this one color. 

Otherwise, the number of available colors increases until all regions are assigned their respective colors. Initially, 

the algorithm selects a region A with the most number of edges and assigns a random color to it. The next region B 

is preferably selected from the uncolored neighboring regions. If the connecting edge between A and B is labeled as 

“similar,” B takes the same color as A. Otherwise, it will be assigned a new/different color. The algorithm will then 

examine all the other regions and for every region, the same color assignment rule is applied. An illustra- tion of this 

is given in Fig. 1 where noticeably, the minimum number of required colors will be equal to the number of objects. 

We can select the color that is distributed over the graph as the background color. This is because background 

regions are spread across the scene in UAV-captured videos. However, if background regions are separated by 

moving objects, the smaller background regions are considered as moving objects. To overcome this phenomenon, 

the nodes with the same colors are grouped together. The motion difference is then considered in these new larger 

regions. Notably, the motions under any transformations (rigid or nonrigid) are taken into account. In existing 

feature-based point matching, one main chal- lenge is object shape estimation [52]. This task is important since it 

defines the bounding boxes around detected moving objects. The proposed method preserves the object boundary 

for oversegmented region (in the earliest step). Therefore, inte-grating the connected regions with the same motions 

can reveal moving objects. In other words, the overall bounding box for each moving object is the combination of its 

constituent regions’ bounding boxes. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The proposed moving object detection framework consists of different components. For the segmentation phase, the 

SLIC superpixel implementation is used. It is obtained from https://github.com/PSMM/SLIC-Superpixels. The 

MATLAB source code for the pairwise matching procedure is based on [46] and the code can be obtained from 

http://www.f- zhou.com/gm_code.html. Other components including region merging, multigraph matching and 

object labeling are all implemented in MATLAB on an Intel Core-i5 (3.33 GHz) system with 16-GB RAM.  

 We evaluate the proposed method for detecting multiple moving objects under unstable imaging 

conditions. Two data sets are used, namely, the standard DARPA VIVID data set [33] and two self-captured videos 

by a camera mounted on an UAV. DARPA VIVID is widely used as a benchmark for evaluating moving object 

detection algorithms. It contains video sequences with multiple small moving objects (∼20 × 50 pixels), mainly 

vehicles of variable sizes and rotations. Most of the frame sequences have cluttered back- ground and undergo 

lighting changes. The vehicles move along roads or open areas and some are occluded by other vehicles or 

vegetation. Table I summarizes the properties of the five sequences (i.e., EgTest01–EgTest05) chosen from this data 
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set. The two self-captured sequences are also described in Table I, namely, Seq01 and Seq02. These sequences 

contain aerial footage of vehicles moving around a university campus. Note that all these sequences have a frame 

rate of 30 fps. They are challenging videos which contain the especial difficulties in aerial imagery with known 

parameters such as flight altitude, focal length, and UAV speed as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3. 

 

 
Fig.2 Comparison of the proposed method, SMAC, and PM algorithms by varying the number of outliers. 

 
Fig.3 Matching error for different numbers of frames. 

 

V. FUTURE SCOPE AND 

CONCLUSION  
This paper proposes a novel approach for detecting 

multiple moving objects from challenging UAV-

captured sequences. Video frames are first segmented 

into uniform regions, followed by the construction of 

RAGs to represent each frame. The corresponding 

regions are then matched between con- secutive 

frames by using the multigraph matching algorithm. 

Occluded regions are also detected in this paper. All 

the matched regions are then processed in groups of 

frames to form an MSG that keeps motion 

transformations of the regions in the region 

trajectories. Hence, multiple moving objects and 

background regions, which possess different motion 

patterns, are efficiently detected. A graph coloring 

algorithm finally labels objects as being background 

or foreground regions. The proposed method seems 

to benefit from the visual, spatial, and temporal 

features to effectively capture and represent UAV 

images for multiple motions estimation. Although the 

experiments show the proposed approach is 

promising for UAV environments, future works can 

possibly consider other domains as well. 
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